
LOVE LETTER TO MY SECRET GODDESS

In all my experiences, the palpable presence HERS was always by my side, and this presence keeps the 
blood flowing and alive that one day will be fully poured libations in PRECIOUS GOBLET OF HER.

Therefore, She - my divine and eternal girlfriend - I offer my song of love, my Divine Madness 
Amorosa. Love takes care of me during the Eternal Time I admire Thy Eyes enviable. 's Universal 
Dimensions cleared up as they fall Unveiling the Veils Your Body, whose shapes become more and more 
intense, and sculpted contours with a luminous clarity and depth, and recognize that for the first time, is 
touched the essence of my being, activating the deepest of my loves . Mil erotic forms are born this kiss 
that I give you now. They are born and the most exciting dance of the suggestions, to feel the soft warmth 
of Thy Body Naked glued to mine. thy velvety pubis becomes a secret chapel decorated in Gold, Silver and 
Purple, before which I kneel in adoration. Your belly, it moves in ripples sexy, arouses in me the very 
Source of Ecstasy never imagined.Everything in You, Divine My Girlfriend is vibrant, mobile, precious, I 
constantly renewing identical pleasure. Every cell in my body vibrates against this boundless 
joy.Simultaneously, tomas forms of all the women who loved, love and will love in all the lives that 
will. Plays well with all my senses, these breasts and sex copulating in thousands of instant orgasms. I 
address me to the door of heaven to kiss La tenderly, and I get drunk with the Nectar of Immortality. My 
delicate touch, she opens Silver laced, crowned with dewy roses. twinkle Diamonds In Your Back. More 
than Diamonds are they the idea of jewelry, and all the precious cargo magnificent hidden behind the 
word.AMRIT The precious is everywhere. It oozes in drops of Thy pearly sweat, which perfumes the whole 
universe. Draft Me in Your Arms and find the Infinite. Everything is Music and Quiet Enjoyment. There are 
no truths too large. and I open my eyes I see You everywhere, offering up to Pleasure of Love, which 
explodes inside me right now. My hand in Thy Mother fingers entwined like lovers. We left the area driving 
us to distant Orla Star. In the distance floats Ornament Fabulous First Eden. We flew there, towards ALL 
NOTHING like rays of Light Cerro teeth. Whole body shakes this irresistible accumulation of pleasures. Tua 
simplest caress has the intensity of an orgasm timeless, infinitely transcending Life and Death, and of the 
most intense pleasures unimaginable.Endless Pleasure, Endless intensely. Complete loss of consciousness 
for myself. Endless copulation with the Gods who were, are and will be. Step to the other side. Nobody saw 
what I see. I feel that no one felt. Live the Life Nobody lived. Morro Death to Nobody died.
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